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Story

Cat Crime with an iconic Detective!

• By the  best-selling author of more than one million books, Frauke Scheunemann!

• Written in an exciting thriller style

• Teenage life narrated from the perspective of Winston the cat

• Over 280,000 copies of the series sold

Following the sensational success of Hercules the dog in Dackelblick (500,000 copies sold!), Spiegel best-

selling author Frau Scheunemann has created a proper cat hero. With Winston she has produced a

humorous, multi-layered series, whose success is based not least on its narrator’s original view-point.

Winston the cat is amazed by people and frequently shows up their ‘sensible’ behaviour as truly idiotic,

albeit always with a twinkle in his eye. A hugely enjoyable read, not just for cat lovers!

What happens in Volume 7:

A single parent. That‘s what Winston‘s new job is since Odette left him alone with the kitties. No more

being a master detective or super agent! But right in the moment when Winston almost falls asleep, spooky

things start happening. First, Werner‘s car disappears, then Babuschka‘s purse and finally, someone

leaves a threatening letter in the flat. Signed: The Phantom! It‘s crystal clear that the best detective duo of
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all times has to investigate! Kira and Winston immediately get down to work…

• German Cat Crime Award 2013

• Lovely Books Award Top 3 (2013 and 2014)

Frauke Scheunemann

Frauke Scheunemann was born in 1969 in Düsseldorf, and qualified as a lawyer. She started by working on

a placement with the North German Radio, and ended up as a journalist and press spokesperson. Since

2002 she has been a freelance author and writes very successful novels with her sister Wiebke Lorenz

under the Anne Hertz pseudonym. The entire Anne Hertz output amounts to one million books. In 2010

Scheunemann’s first solo novel appeared, called Dackelblick, which was an instant bestseller and became

the first volume in a much-loved series. Frauke Scheunemann is married and lives in Hamburg with her

husband and four children, and Elmo the dog.
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More titles in this series

Winston – A Cat on a Secret

Mission (Vol. 1)

Winston – Agent on Silent

Paws (Vol. 2)

Winston – Hunting the Safe

Box Thieves (Vol. 3)

Winston – The Case of the

Tinned Sardine (Vol. 4)

Winston – Cat Undercover

(Vol. 5)

Winston – License to Prowl

(Vol. 6)
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